
 

 



Turning Points & The Two Things Every 
Scene Needs 

(With A Romance Focus!) 
by Kris Kennedy 

& Romance Writing Lab 
 
 
Welcome to the Romance Writers Summit!   
 
This ebook is a down & dirty guide that covers the two key elements 
every scene needs—with special focus on writing romance! 
 
You can get loads more tips during the Romance Writers Summit, so be 
sure to check out the videos as they go live, a new set each day, from 
October 14-18th, at romancewriterssummit.com. 
 
You should have received your login information, so just head over each 
day & check them out! 
 

LOG IN HERE 
  

(If the link doesn’t work or you prefer to copy & paste, here’s the 
link: https://www.romancewriterssummit.com/products/romance-

writers-summit)	
 
As you’re watching the videos, if you realize, “Hang on, this 
information is insanely valuable, and I want to have access to it all the 
time!” we’ve got you covered. 
 
Purchase the ALL ACCESS PASS and get ongoing, unlimited access to 
the videos as well a Bonus Package of incredible writing resources.  
 
(Direct link: https://www.romancewriterssummit.com/offers/zK7sQ8b3) 



Introduction: 

Turning Points & Why They Matter 
 
Within every story are turning points. 
 
Turning points are those moments in a novel (or film) where things, 
well…turn. 
 
Specifically, the trajectory of the character(s) journey shifts. 
 
There are Big Story level ‘turns.’ Generally we think of these happening 
at the Inciting Incident, Midpoint, and All Is Lost/Dark Night of the 
Soul. 
 
But stories need the same sort of ‘turn’ IN EVERY SCENE. 
 
Yep. Every one. 
 
Why? 
 
Because every scene has to actually CHANGE something, within the 
character or in the external story world, so that things are different 
AFTER the scene than before it. 
 
Why? 
 
Because otherwise, readers get bored.   
 
Think about it. You’re reading a book and nothing is different after a 
scene. The characters think, feel, and do the same thing they did 
beforehand. They know as much as they did before. The opposition 
they’re facing hasn’t changed.  
 
What do you feel?  Probably bored. Antsy. 



 
Or, how about this?  A character goes into a scene with a job interview, 
hoping to get the job. And…they get the job. 
 
How exciting is that? Not at all. Why are we even reading??  We could 
be eating ice cream instead. 
 
PRO TIP: If you have a scene where the character gets what they want or 
what they expect, in the way they want or expect it, you may have a 
problem. 
 
Things flowing forward in a neat, orderly, predictable manner is not 
Story. 
 
Readers want change.  
 
In every scene. 
 
This is where things can get tricky for writers. 
 
We might write really great scenes… We might have funny, engaging 
characters… We might write burn-the-house-down sexy love scenes… 
 
Yet the story might still drag. 
 
To give your story serious dramatic power & make it un-put-down-able, 
you need turning points in every single scene. 
 
And you get them by having 2 essential elements things in every scene: 

A Story Question 
A Story Reply 

 
I’m going to show you how to get them. 



1: 

Every Scene Needs…A Question 
 
Actually, three questions! 
  
Every good scene implicitly plants a story question, then answers it. 
 
There are 2 questions in every scene. If you’re writing romance, make 
that 3. 
 
You can’t avoid them.  
 
I’m sorry, but you can’t. Trust me, I’ve tried, and written crappy scenes 
as a result, only I didn’t know this is why they were crappy until later.  
 
It doesn’t matter if we set these questions up intentionally, with full 
knowledge, or if we fumble through them accidentally, or if we miss 
seeing them entirely.  
 
They don’t need authors to exist because these are the things the reader 
is reading for.  
 
The ‘Questions’ fall into one of three realms, or axes.  
 
 

The Three Axes 
(Can we all agree the plural of ‘axis’ should be ‘axises,’ so we don’t 
have to picture three axes lined up in some vaguely horror-movie kind of 
way?) 
 
Most fiction has two implicit story questions running through any scene, 
running along two axes/continuums.  
 



Everything that happens in the scene pushes the character nearer to one 
end or the other of each axis. 
 
The axes are: 
 

• Plot (aka: Story goal. Question: “Is the character going to 
succeed/get what they want?”) 
 

• Character (aka: Character arc. Question: “Is the character going 
to stay the same, or will they have to change something in how 
they think, feel, or act?”) 

 
And if you write romance, you get an extra axis! Yay…? 

• Romantic axis (aka: Romantic conflict. Question: “Are the 
romantic leads going to get their Happily Ever After?”) 

 

 
 
Every scene pushes your character along each of the axes, like a little 
abacus bead. (Awww…) 
 



Every scene gets them closer to their story goal, or further away. 
 
Every scene forces them to change a little, or at least makes it more 
uncomfortable to stay the same. 
 
Every scene makes the romance more or less likely. 
 
Your job is to these beads along each of 3 axes:  
“Are they getting closer or further away from their scene goal, the 
romance, and personal transformation?” 
 
 

They’re Really Axes Of Hope 
(So now we have the image of a bunch of axes lined up to signify hope 
and you’re welcome) 
 
In a way, all the axes are really just axes of hope.  
 
Will they get what they hope for? (Which wouldn’t always be a good 
thing…) 
 
Think about these as strings you can pluck on a harp, to make the story 
vibrate.  
 
Every scene wants some change along one (or more) of these axes. Since 
they intrinsically interweave, plucking one almost always plucks 
another.  

 



 
 
 

This image is the essence of a Story question. Plot + Character questions 
are right there. 
 
Pup want something, but is he going to get it? Will he chow down on 
that sandwich before the human comes back in the room & ruins 
everything? Or will he resist the urge? And if so, why?  What could 
possibly motivate a pup to resist that sandwich? 
 
We don’t know the answers! But you can bet we want to find out, and so 
we stick around.   
 
If it were a book, we’d turn the page. (I vote to give him the damned 
sandwich.) 
 
This is what keeps the reader glued to the page. The question, “omg, 
what’s going to happen??” 
 
She’s sticking around to find out how you’ll answer the Story questions. 
To see where you move them on the axis. 
  
All you have to do is set up a question in every scene. 



  
Easy, right? 
  
Or not. Because maybe it’s not clear on how you implicitly set up story 
questions in every scene. 
  
I promise, you already know how. 
 
Enter goals. 



2: 

Scene Level Questions: 
Goals & Expectations 

 
Goals are the best and easiest way to set up scene questions.  
 
We’ve all probably read way too much about how important it is for our 
characters to have goals. 
 
But goals sound pretty…boring.  At least they did to me.   
 
The idea of character goals never, ever sparked my creativity or 
excitement. 
 
It always felt a bit like a work meeting, setting up goals for the coming 
year: “I’d like to increase my widget output by X%” 
 
So I want to spend a little time breaking down WHY they’re so 
important, and maybe reframe them a bit, to give you a new way to think 
about them. 
 
PRO TIP: Goals are just another way to say, “What my character wants 
in this moment.”  You don’t have to have your character explicitly set 
some goal related to their widget output as they go into every scene. 
 
Goals can be things like, “I want to get through this meeting without 
anyone finding out I have no idea what I’m doing,” or “I want to avoid 
eating all the leftover ice cream in the freezer,” or  “I really want this 
man to kiss me.” 
 
When it comes to goals, what you REALLY care about is pursuit.  
 
Specifically, a character in pursuit. 



 
 

Benefits of Scene Level Goals: 
Character in Pursuit 

I find this to be a way more helpful frame.  ‘Goals’ and even ‘wants’ can 
be a bit vague when you get down to the actual writing.  
 
So try thinking about it this way: what you want is a character in 
pursuit. 
 
Put you character on the hunt for someone in every scene. They don’t 
have to be going at warp speed toward it, but as soon as you have a 
‘goal’ or a ‘want,’ you get a character who is (or can be) pursing that 
goal or want. 
 
So, make them pursue. 
 
Have your protagonist(s) engage in concrete, on-the-page actions that 
are intended to get them that thing they want.  Make them do stuff that’s 
related to their goal. 
 
They can be terrible mistakes.  They can be regrettable errors in 
judgment.  They can put the character in more hot water than ever 
before. In fact, they often should. 
 
But they key is: they’re doing things.   
 
That’s how you get an active character. 
 
This is SUPER helpful, because it can give you a rock hard purpose for 
every scene. You get an active character engaging in actions that are 
organically connected to the story goal. 
 
Simply ask: 

What does my character want here? 



What are they doing to achieve that? 
 

These are your “Questions.” 
 
(Don’t worry, we’ll get to the “Reply” part of the equation.) 
 
Doing this can cut PAGES of wandering, meandering scenes, with 
characters doing possibly Very Fun Things, but where nothing is really 
changing. 
 
If you’re getting feedback from others that runs, “So…I love your 
characters, but…it sort of drags,” this is might be why.  
 
If you have a sagging middle (or Act I, or Act III), this is almost always 
at least part of what those scenes need. 
 

Benefits of Scene Level Goals: 
Reveal Character 

Another bonus of putting your character on the hunt for something in 
every scene is that it’s the perfect way to reveal them.   
 
PRO TIP: This is your go-to method for handling over-narration or a 
whole lot of ‘telling’ (vs. showing). 
 
Make your character want something. Then make them go after it. 
 
As we watch their actions, they’re naturally, organically revealing who 
they are. You eliminate the need for a whole of narration when you put 
your character in action.   
 
Stuck in traffic? Have them DO something unique to them. 
 
• Do they power up their device and listen to musical soundtracks 

while singing along? 



• Do they fiddle with the knob of the radio because they don’t have 
an iThing?   

• Do they get out of the car and march up to the car in front of them 
and demand to know what the hell is going on?? 

• Do they grab their bags and in high heels and a tight skirt, start 
hiking up the embankment, determined to walk if they have to? 

 
Different people respond differently.  
 
PRO TIP: Every action your character does reveals who they are. Make 
them matter by putting the character in pursuit of an even seemingly-
small goal, then put something in their way. 
 
Give them a goal + an obstacle to that goal, and in half a page, you’ll 
reveal a three dimensional person far more than 3 pages of narration & 
exposition could ever do.    
  

Benefits of Having A Scene Level Goal/Want: 
Tension 

Goals (or wants) give something for your characters to pursue. It 
inherently makes them more dynamic, and implicitly sets up the 
question “Will they get it?” 
 
i.e. Tension. 
 
Tension is the life blood of Story.   
 
Clearly, goals are great. 
 
So…what if you don’t really have one? 



3: 

When You Don’t Have A Scene-Level Goal: 
Adding Obstacles or Stakes 

 
If, after my sales pitch for goals/wants, you find you just don’t have a 
character with a pressing scene level goal, let’s talk some more.  
 
Because I may have another option for you. 
 
But first, let me make one last ditch pitch for goals.  
 
You can almost always manufacture a goal, even in an early scene, and 
make the scene & character stronger.  
 
Three ways to add a goal & get a couch potato character in pursuit: 
• Add conflict  

This will basically give them a scene-level goal by adding a 
complication to something that seemed so easy—i.e. something that was 
a no-brainer suddenly gets difficult because of some unforeseen 
obstacle, which forces them to act.  
 
• Add stakes   

Layer in a reason they have to do a task—make it matter more.  They’ll 
gain or lose something if they fail—a job, an opportunity, someone’s (+) 
opinion. They’ll repair or rupture a relationship.  Etc etc. 

 
• Add a ticking clock  

Simply add a ticking clock to whatever low level action they were 
already engaged in. 
 
These stakes, conflicts, and ticking clocks can be anything, and can be 
made to fit with any type of story genre & tone, from romantic comedy 
to romantic thriller.   



 
Adding them to a thriller may seem easier at a glance, but you can do it 
for any story, any vibe.  
 
Your heroine might simply need to update her Bill Pay at her bank 
before the end of the day—no big deal—but she got home late and now 
it’s 11:58pm and she only has 2 minutes…and her wifi just went out.  
And her electric bill is due the next day. 
 
So of course she has to run over to her neighbor’s house and bang on the 
door, and when all six feet of that man flings that door open, scowling at 
her….  
 
Commence the fun. And the questions! 
 
Is your hero driving to work in his opening scene?  Don’t just have him 
drive in with a bunch of internal narration about, I don’t know, the 
meaning of life or worse, ruminating on his backstory or some 
secondary relationship that we don’t (yet) care about. 
 
Instead, make the commute matter IN THIS MOMENT by putting an 
important meeting on the other end of it.  Maybe with a new client. 
 
Yes, that’s better. 
 
Now, put something in his way.   
 
ROMANCE SPECIAL: In romance, it’s always satisfying if the other 
romantic lead is (part of) the obstacle! 
 
Okay, so let’s say we made him late for the important meeting.  Perfect. 
I hate being late. I wonder how your hero will handle it?  What will he 
do?    
 
And let’s take it a Romance Special step further.  



 
Let’s make the REASON he’s late be due to the other romantic lead?  
Maybe the other lead is his new neighbor, and he doesn’t follow rules 
too well, and he parked his car behind the hero’s, so the hero couldn’t 
back out, which resulted in a fine argument at 6:30am out in front of 
their houses.  And now, of course, he can’t get the guy out of his mind. 
 
Now you have a character with a goal (get to the meeting) & stakes 
(important client) & an obstacle (the other romantic lead was a big 
PITA).   
 
All those things add tension: “Will he make it to the meeting on time?”  
 
And your Romance Special tension question, “What’s going to happen 
when he gets back home & sees the other lead again?” 
 
PRO TIP: In this way, you can make even small moments matter by 
giving the character an in-the-moment goal, then blocking them from 
achieving it. 
 
Now…with all that said…although this may work 99% of the time, 
sometimes this approach can feel forced, or not organic. 



4: 

Using Expectations Instead of Goals 
 
You can also use expectations to set up scene questions. 
  
Expectations are implicit in every goal. The character is either hopeful 
they’re going to get what they’re pursuing, or not hopeful.   
 
But you can use expectations as a standalone way to add Scene 
Questions when the goal isn’t huge or important, and you simply can’t to 
don’t want to make it important. 
  
A heroine waiting for a bus to get to work ostensibly has a goal—get to 
work—but it’s not a driving goal. It’s not something she’s ‘in pursuit’ of 
yet. But the fact that she’s sitting there at the bus stop shows her implicit 
expectation: that the bus will show up. That she’ll get to work on time. 
Etc. 
  
So at least have your character expect some event or outcome. 
  
Then you, evil author, will mess with that. 
 
(We’re almost to the “mess with it” part!) 



5: 

Scene Level Story Questions 
Example: Jaws 

 
How about an example of this in action?  

 

  
 
I’m going to use the opening few scenes from the movie JAWS, since so 
many people have seen it. (I’ve only seen it about 50 times.) 
 

• In the opening beach/swim scene, the question is, “Will he join 
Chrissy in a sunset swim?” 

• In Police Chief Brody’s low-conflict opening scene, he’s talking 
with his wife about what a sleepy small town Amity is, nothing 
like dangerous of New York City. The question is, “Will it stay 
sleepy? Will it stay safe?” (This is a great example of using 
expectation vs. goal to fuel a scene.) 



• After Brody gets the call about the missing swimmer, the question 
is, “Will he find her?” and tied to that, “Will he discover it was a 
shark?” and “What will he do then?” 

• After he finds out it was a shark attack, the question is, “Will he 
close the beaches (before someone gets killed)?” This becomes the 
main story question, and it ramps up drastically from just closing 
the beaches. 

• When the mayor finds out he’s planning to close the beaches, and 
tracks him down, the question is, “Will the mayor stop him from 
shutting down the beaches?” 

 
And on and on and on. 
  
Story questions. In every scene. 



6: 

Scene Questions: 
Summary 

Every powerful scene sets up an implicit story question in one or more 
of 3 realms: 

• Will they get what they want/expect in relation to their scene/story 
goal? (Plot) 

• Will they have to change their thoughts/feelings/actions? 
(Character arc) 

• Will they get closer to or further away from the other romantic 
lead(s)? (Romantic conflict) 

 



7: 

Setting Up Scene Questions: 
Exercises 

 
• Take a look at your story. Pick a scene.  
• What does your POV character want or expect? 
• What concrete actions are they taking in pursuit of this? 
• Is it strong enough to make the reader wonder about the outcome 

(i.e. be tense)?  
• If it still feels lackluster, consider adding: 

More conflict/obstacles (put more stuff in their way) 
Deeper stakes (make their desired outcome matter more 
somehow.)  

 
In all cases, make sure you’re giving something specific for your reader 
to wonder about related to plot, character, and/or, if you’re writing 
romance, the connection between the romantic leads.  
 
The main question is: Is there at least one story question posed in the 
scene?  One “omg, will they get/have/do XYZ?” 



8: 

Every Scene Needs…A Reply 
 
This right here is the second thing every scene needs. 
 
We’ve talked about how every scene needs a question(s) related to one 
(or more) of three realms: 
 

• Will the character get what they want or expect? i.e. Will 
they achieve their scene goal (aka: plot. At a meta level, this 
also is their story goal.) 

• Will they change? (aka: arc. Will they 
learn/discover/understand something that makes them change?) 

• Will they get their Happily Ever After? 
 
In other words: 
Plot 
Character transformation 
Romance 
  
Remember, you can’t avoid these questions. 
 
They don’t need us to exist because these are the things the reader is 
reading for.  
 
They’re implicit & essential.  Living on the page like little invisible 
microbes (nice, right?) whether we plan for them or not. 
 
So you pose the question… 
 

…And The Story Replies 
You’ve these little microbial story questions. 
 
Now you have to answer them, right?   



 
The basic underlying question for every scene is, “Will the character get 
what they want?” 
 
Or more accurately, “Will they get what they want in the way they want 
it?” 
 
For real life, the answer runs something like, Lordy, I hope so, she’s 
worked so hard she really deserves this. 
 
For drama, the answer is: Not if you want the story to continue. 
 
Seriously.  Predictable, expected results are death to drama.  You simply 
cannot give your character what they want or expect in the way they 
want or expect it if you want an invested reader. 
 

You have to give them things they didn’t want or expect and in 
doing so, force them to change. 



9: 

Scene Replies: 
Drama And Reversals 

 
Drama feeds on reversals. Reversals of fortune. Reversals of hope. 
(Remember our Axes of Hope?) 
 
The unwanted/unexpected has to happen to your character. In every 
scene. 
 
Otherwise, your protagonist will be able to keep acting the way they’ve 
been acting their whole life up until Chapter One. The trajectory of their 
life will stay the same. 
 
That’s not what Story is for. 
 
The whole point of Story is character transformation. But transforming 
is hard work. Seriously, who wants to transform??  
 
We just want enough gas in our car to get home from work so we can 
hang with our peeps and binge watch Game of Thrones. 
:falls over writhing from Season 8 GoT: 
 
The point is, none of us change unless we have to.  
 
Humans always take the (seemingly) most direct route from A to B, 
whether or not we should want B, unless & until we hit a roadblock. 
 
Your job is the roadblocks. 
 



10: 

The 3 Scene Replies for Powerful Drama 
 
There are essentially only three possible replies if you want great drama.  
 
Don’t worry—this isn’t formula, unless you consider haikus and sonnets 
formula.  
 
Because within these 3 ‘replies,’ there are limitless possibilities. 
 
Those 3 replies are: 

• Yes, but… 
• No. 
• No, and furthermore… 



11: 

Scene Replies: 
Yes but… 

 
A “Yes but” reply is where the character gets what they want or 
expect, but it comes with additional, unexpected (& usually 
unwanted) strings attached or new complications. 
 
The heroine gets the coveted contract…but he has to work with the hero. 
 
The amateur sleuth heroine gets a needed clue, but it implicates her boss, 
the other heroine. And now she has to break into her boss’s office. 
 
Etc etc. 
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Scene Replies: 
No 

 
Or, if you prefer, “hahahaha, no way.” 
 
This one is pretty self-explanatory. They don’t get what they want or 
expect. 
 
It’s important, though, that it’s not just a dead end. 
 
You want to introduce something that offers a new goal for the 
upcoming scene(s). Ensure that “No” doesn’t just stop the story in its 
tracks. 
 
It can be a new direction emotionally or for the plot, but make sure as it 
sets your protagonist back on their heel, it also builds a new 
pathway…should they choose to accept. 
 
Maybe your protagonist discovers some information that gives them a 
new direction, once they reflect on it.  
 
Or maybe the “No” triggers emotions that cause them to act in a certain 
way, and that introduces opportunities, conflicts, or goals. 
 
A lawyer hero goes into a meeting with his obviously-innocent client 
and finds out the client might actually be guilty. But the client says 
something that raises a new, unexplored possibility, that he can now go 
explore it. 
 
Or the protagonist, hoping for a loan from the bank to prevent 
foreclosure, gets turned down. And now, as a result, they now have to… 
 



What? 
I dunno.  Visit the other romantic lead and plead for assistance? 
 
Gee, I wonder what the terms of that will be…? 
 
Or maybe the other lead is the REASON they didn’t get the loan. 
 
Gee, I wonder what will happen when they find that out? 
 
The key is to ensure any ‘no’ replies keep the story moving by 
introducing new information, new emotions, or new obstacles that 
require revised goals & new, more difficult actions to finally succeed. 
 
They’re on a path here, people.  Our job is to make it hell.  And very, 
very steep. 



13: 

Scene Replies: 
No, and Furthermore… 

 
My favorite! 
 
Not only do they not get what they want, but it’s WORSE than they 
imagined.  
 
The situation gets worse, more difficult, or more complicated, often as a 
result of their failed attempts. Now things are really in the toilet. 
 

  
 
Anger takes over your heroine’s good sense when she doesn’t get the 
expected promotion, and she tells off her boss, which creates a whole 
new set of circumstances she has to deal with.  
 
See how it works? 
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How Scene Replies Create Turning Points 
See how I’m taking us full circle here, back to the introduction?   
 

Introduces New Goals & Require New Actions 
These scene ‘replies’ must create new situations the character has to 
respond to & deal with. They introduce new goals, add complications, 
layer on new stakes, or deepen the previous ones. 
 
These changes require new, more difficult actions if the character wants 
to succeed, which they very much do because…stakes. 
 
This is what forces them to change. 
 
Make things better or worse than they expected. Give them unwanted 
strings & silver linings.  
 
Add a twist that layers on complications or introduces new things they 
must pursue.  
 
Use these to add irony and emotion and humor. 
 

Changes The Trajectory 
The essential element of the scene ‘replies’ is that they change the 
trajectory of the story. They shift the direction the story is going, or the 
velocity it’s moving at.  
 
The trajectory of a scene should never be a straight (aka: predictable) 
line or a smooth (aka: predictable) curve. 
 
You’re the roadblock-maker. Make it hard. 
 



Here’s Youtube video that encapsulates the emotional power (for the 
reader) of an unexpected outcome. 
 
It’s short and has a cat in it. 
  

Reversals Can Be Good 
This is a good place to mention reversals can also introduce positive 
value change! 
 
We’ve been talking about how turning points can make things (seem) 
worse for your character. 
 
But we all know our characters often don’t have their own best interests 
at heart, and what they’re pursuing isn’t what they NEED to be 
pursuing. 
 
In the long run, that’s sort of Story, right?  Meta level story. Our 
protagonist just wants to be left alone in her own private, reclusive, 
broken world, but is forced into relationship and it’s better than she ever 
could have imagined. 
 
But what I’m talking about here relates to what the character wants in 
this particular scene. 
 
PRO TIP: When things go better than expected, that can be just as 
powerful as things going worse than expected. 
 
They key is to REVERSE things. To turn them.   
 
It’s the change that matters. 
 
So things can go from bad to good. 
 



Things can get better as a result of the ‘Yes but…’, ‘No,’ or ‘No and 
furthermore…’  reply.  Maybe something is introduced that helps more 
than the desired ‘Yes’ would have. 
 
This is the essence of the romance genre, aimirite? 
 
It can also be a positive value change if they were expecting a ‘bad’ 
outcome.  
 
The protagonist expected things to go badly, but they went well. They 
thought a friend was going to roast them, but she offered understanding. 
They thought they were going to get fired, but they get a promotion.  
They thought they were going to argue with the other romantic lad…and 
instead they kiss. 
 
These (-) to (+) reversals are just as satisfying for drama. 
 
But remember, to work, every scene ‘reply’ must force a new plot 
point—new goals, obstacles, conflicts, or stakes. New insights that fuel 
new behaviors. 
 
i.e. As a result of the ‘good’ outcome, they’re now have to do something 
now…and that’s not going to turn out like they planned. 
 
And on it goes. 
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Reverse Engineer Your Scene Turning Points 
 
Suppose you have a scene you need to end a certain way.  You can’t 
change it. 
 
No problem. 
 
Go back and set up a different goal/want or expectation for this scene, so 
they go in wanting or expecting the OPPOSITE of what actually 
happens. 
 
You may have to go back several scenes to do this, or you may only 
need go back to the previous scene.  
 
The key is to strongly establish what they want or expect is going to 
happen…then don’t give it to them. 
 
You gotta be cruel to be an author.  Revel in it. It’s your secret joy, you 
know it. 
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Scene Replies: 
Exercises 

 
Pick a scene from your manuscript. If you have a section you suspect is 
sagging or flat, pick from there.  
 
Ask: 
• What does my character want or expect at the start of the scene? 
• Do they get it by the end? In the way they expected? 
 
If the answer is yes, try revising to give them something they don’t 
expect or want. Change the outcome of the scene. 
 
If you absolutely need to scene to end the way it does, use the reverse 
engineering method to try and get some more power. Revise an earlier 
scene(s) so the character starts the scene wanting/expecting something 
different than what they’re going to get at the end. 
 

Give your character what they DIDN’T expect or want and watch 
your story take off. 

 
And have fun in there! 
 
Yours in Story, 

~Kris
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What Next? 
 
Be sure to check out the Expert Interviews in the Romance Writers 
Summit.  If you’d like to have ongoing access, you can buy the All 
Access Pass and watch & re-watch the videos anytime you want! 
 
But if you’re ready for a deeper dive, or want individualized attention 
for your story, check out Kris’s other project, Romance Writing Lab.   
 
We’re in the midst of powering up deep-dive writing courses that will 
seriously up your game.  
 
If you’d like developmental editing, or maybe some story coaching, 
reach out & we’ll help get you want you and your story need. 
 
 

CONTACT KRIS 


